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Key Points Summary
● Cognitive recall in humans may be affected by music.
● Music with or without lyrics may affect cognitive recall in different ways
● The experiment was performed to test if studying while listening to music with lyrics,
instrumental music, or no music resulted in the best scores on a following memory test
● The experiment also investigated relationships between physiological measures (heart
rate and respiratory rate), the varying musical conditions (music, instrumental, and
control), and recording period (pre-test baseline, learning period, and testing period)
● Trends were observed indicating that music with lyrics resulted in decreased performance
and increased physiological measurements
● Heart rate increased significantly over the recording periods, especially during the
learning and testing periods
● Although the link between music and cognitive performance was not considered
significant and instead was only trending towards significance, further studies are merited
to gather more evidence on the potential damaging effect of studying to music.
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Abstract
Several studies have investigated the link between music and memory, with widely
varying results. To evaluate the effects of musical lyrics on short term cognitive recall, 20
subjects participated in a memory test while their heart rate and respiratory rate were monitored
under three different musical conditions (no music, instrumental, and music with lyrics).
Physiological measurements were recorded for 30 seconds before testing (as a baseline),
throughout the powerpoint studying session, and during testing (for a maximum of 2 minutes). A
pulse plethysmograph was used to record the heart rate in beats per minute (bpm) and a
respiratory transducer band was used to record the respiratory rate in cycles per minute (Hz).
Based on preliminary data obtained from previous research, it was predicted that heart rate and
respiratory rate would increase with music, and more dramatically with music with lyrics
compared to instrumental music. Additionally, cognitive recall (memory test score) was expected
to decrease the most while subjects are listening to music with lyrics, with instrumental music
also resulting in moderately reduced cognitive recall. The majority of subjects had a trend of
increased heart rate and respiratory rate over the learning and testing periods. Additionally,
significant accelerated heart rate during the learning and testing period under all treatment
conditions (control, music, instrumental) was observed. Learning conditions may affect the
memory test scores in both word recall and word association; however this trend was not
statistically significant. Continued research in this field may allow for vastly improved study
habits.
Abbreviations
pulse plethysmograph, PPG; heart rate, HR; respiratory rate, RR; beats per minute, BPM
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Introduction
Study habits among students vary extensively. Some students prefer a completely quiet
environment to work, while others often study with loud music. This stark dichotomy leads
many to wonder, what is the ideal study environment that maximizes cognitive performance and
memory?
The brain receives, processes, and stores information in the form of memories. Memory
is classified into three different forms: sensory, short-term, and long-term (Wallace et al., 1994).
The link between memory recall and music has long been investigated, with some studies citing
the simultaneous activation of the left and right hemispheres of the brain while studying and
listening to music as the reason for improved memory recall when listening to certain types of
music (Balch and Lewis, 1996). Additionally, extensive research has been carried out regarding
the effect of music on cognitive performance and short-term memory. Some research suggests
that quiet background music has a positive effect on cognitive memory among those individuals
accustomed to such background music and may hinder those that are unaccustomed to
background music (Su and Wang, 2010). Further research asserts that listening to classical
music improves performance on abstract spatial reasoning tasks (Rauscher et al., 1993). Finally,
conflicting studies conclude that the presence of music has a detrimental effect on immediate
recall on a memory test, suggesting a distracting effect as a result of musical stimuli (Furnham
and Bradley, 1997).
The correlation between heart rate and respiratory rate and music is more concrete.
Numerous studies have found that music tends to increase heart rate, and this increase is usually
proportional to the tempo of music used (Larsen and Galletly, 2006). In addition, the presence of
both sedative and excitatory music leads to greater heart rate variability (Iwanga et al., 2004). It
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has been shown that musical stimuli increase respiratory rate as a result of greater arousal
(Gomez and Danuser, 2004).
The lack of scientific consensus regarding the effect of music on memory warrants
further study of the topic. This experiment will examine an aspect of music that has not been
thoroughly tested, namely the presence or absence of lyrics in music and its resultant effect on
short-term memory and cognitive performance. This experiment will also study the effect of
music and the presence or absence of lyrics on two other physiological measurements:
respiratory rate and heart rate. Increased respiratory rate and heart rate are indicators of stress,
and increases in these measures have been related to problems with memory (de Kloet et al.,
1999). This study aims to investigate how music with or without lyrics affects efficiency of
studying via stress levels and subsequent performance in a test environment.
This experiment ultimately aims to shed further light on the connection between music
with or without lyrics on short-term memory and cognitive performance, respiratory rate, and
heart rate. The consequences of such research may have a profound impact on the study habits
of college students.
Methods
Ethical Statement
All participants in this experiment were human volunteers who gave written consent prior
to testing. The experiments performed follow the Physiology 435 laboratory guidelines and
received approval by Professor Lokuta and The Journal of Advanced Student Science Editorial
Board.
Study Design
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In this study, each participant performed three separate memory exercises while listening
to no music, music without lyrics, and music with lyrics. Participants’ heart rate (beats per
minute) and respiratory rate (cycles per minute) were measured throughout the three exercises.
Each exercise consisted of a resting control period, a learning period with a PowerPoint
slideshow, and a testing period (Appendix A). The PowerPoint consisted of an introductory slide
explaining the directions for the exercise followed by nine slides each containing one word
associated with a number (1-9) (Appendix B). Participants were instructed to remember each
word and its associated number with which they would use in the testing period to reconstruct a
list of the words in numerical order. The test was designed to mimic flash card studying often
used by college students. The tests were scored out of 18 points based on the number of correct
word/order placements, with two points given for each correct word/number paid and one point
given for a correct word associated with an incorrect number (Appendix H). The music used was
Heart of Stone by Iko. The original song was used for the music with lyrics test, and the
instrumental version was used for the music without lyrics. In order to reduce subject bias,
participants completed a pre-study questionnaire to see if the subject was familiar with the song
and what degree of familiarity. The song chosen was intended to be novel to the participants;
therefore, if a participant selected familiar or very familiar, Any Other World by Mika was used
instead (Appendix C). This song was selected for its similar genre and tempo to reduce error.
Also, the tests were administered in a randomized order to reduce participant acclimation to the
tests.
Experimental Procedure
The equipment used in this study included the BIOPAC respiratory transducer SS5LB
and BIOPAC pulse plethysmograph from BIOPAC Systems, as well as three sets of three
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memory tests developed by the researchers. All experiments were administered between 7:45
am-10:45 am on Wednesday mornings in a testing room with moderate environmental noise.
Volunteer participants were between the ages of 19-23 (n=20) and enrolled in Physiology 435 at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison (Demographic information in Appendix D, E, F).
While the participants were
filling out the pre-study
questionnaire, the BIOPAC
equipment was set-up, including
placing the respiratory band just
under the armpits and heart-rate
monitor on the right index finger
(Figure 1). The pre-study
questionnaire (Appendix I) allowed

Figure 1:The pulse plethysmograph is placed on the pad of the right
index finger with moderate tightness, the respiratory rate band is placed
just below the armpits so that it is moderately tight upon full exhalation.

subjects to self-report their music listening habits; although these categories were loosely defined
and self-reported, they provide valuable information to investigate possible trends. When the
participants were ready, a 30 second baseline measurement was taken for respiratory rate and
heart rate with the subjects sitting quietly either listening to music with lyrics, without lyrics, or
with no music depending on the random order of the tests given. This baseline measurement
provided a negative control for the heart rate and respiratory rate of each participant for each
testing condition. The music was played from an iPod at 50% volume and subjects were given
the option to adjust the volume level if needed.
Following the baseline measurement, the PowerPoint began while the corresponding
testing condition continued. The PowerPoint was shown on a computer, with nine randomized
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slides being displayed for 6 seconds each. Immediately following the conclusion of the final
slide, the music was turned off and the participants were given two minutes to assemble the
words in the correct numerical order. Since the participants were unable to write their own
answers due to the heart rate monitor on their right pointer finger, they dictated their responses to
a researcher sitting next to them. They were able to see the responses they had given to visually
assist them in completing the test.
When time expired, participants were given a short period to quietly relax with no music
before the pre-test baseline measurement for the second test began. This baseline was once again
taken under the appropriate testing conditions. The second and third tests were administered in
the same manner as the first.
Data Analysis
Following the completion of data collection, the mean heart rate (BPM) and mean
respiratory rate (Hz) for each testing interval had to be calculated (Appendix G). The three
intervals of interest were the baseline measurement, the “learning period” during administration
of the PowerPoint, and the time required to orally recall the answers. In the BioPac program, the
heart rate measurements were highlighted, the ‘Analysis’ and ‘Find Rate’ tabs were selected, and
the ‘Function’ parameter was changed to ‘Rate (BPM).’ This produced a new graph showing the
variability of heart rate in beats per minute. Next, the respiratory rate measurements were
highlighted, the ‘Analysis’ and ‘Find Rate’ tabs were selected, and the function parameter was
changed to ‘Rate (Hz).’ This produced a new graph showing the variability of respiratory rate
frequency. Using the highlight tool, each interval was selected, and the mean value was
calculated for both heart rate and respiratory rate over that interval. These values were recorded,
and this procedure was repeated for each test subject.
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Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad pro and Microsoft Excel data analysis
package. The percent change of heart rate from the baseline was calculated for both the learning
period and the testing period for all conditions to illustrate any situational changes in heart rate.
These changes are illustrated in a bar graph with error bars and p values of above .05, below .05,
below .01, and below .001 are shown (specified by no asterisks, 1 asterisk, 2 asterisks, and 3
asterisks, respectively). This method was repeated for respiratory rate. The data for the memory
tests was categorized by different music listening habits while studying among the subjects
(defined as rarely, sometimes, often, and always), and by the learning conditions (defined as
control, music, and instrumental). The memory test scores are illustrated in bar graphs with error
bars. Repeated measures ANOVA were used to calculate the significance of differences for both
memory tests and physiological measurements (heart rate and respiratory rate) between learning
conditions (control, music, and instrumental),
music listening study habits (rarely,
sometimes, often, always). Furthermore,
a

average heart rate and respiratory rate were

b

evaluated (individually) for significance
across different recording periods (baseline,
learning, testing) using repeated measures
c

ANOVA.

d

Figure 2. Demographic composition and music listening habit
of the subjects (n=20). a. Gender. b. Age. c. Frequency of
listening music in daily life. d. Frequency of listening to
music while studying.

Results
To better define the subject

distribution and the scope of this study, participants’ demographic characteristics as well as
8

music listening habits (frequency and genre preferences) in daily life and while studying have
been collected. As is illustrated in Figure 2, 100% of participants listen to music in their daily
life and while studying, 75% of them have the habit (described as sometimes, often or always) of
listening to music while studying. Interestingly, 40%(2/5) of subjects who rarely study with
music on will only listen to
classical music while studying, yet
all other subjects did not exhibit
such strong preference for
instrumental music. Therefore, it is
reasonable to consider that music
with or without lyrics may exert
distinct effects on people with
different music listening habits.

Figure 3: Subjects with various music listening habits show different
memory performance after learning with music, instrumental music or no
music (n=20). a. Scores of each subject in memory tests under different
conditions. Each dot represents one test.

Memory Test
Subjects were asked to complete three memory tests, each under randomly assigned
music conditions (no music,
instrumental, music). Memory test
scores of each subject under each
music conditions are displayed in
Figure 3. No significant
difference was observed among
Figure 4: Learning conditions may affect the memory test scores in both
word recall and word association; however this trend is not statistically
significant. (p>.05) Error bars represent SEM. Repeated two-bar ANOVA
test.
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the three music conditions (Figure
4). To examine if the performance

under various music conditions would be affected by subjects’ music listening habits, subjects
were divided into four groups, based on their frequency of listening to music while studying
(rarely, sometimes, often, always). A significant interaction (p=0.036) effect was observed
between music listening habits and music condition (Figure 5). Memory test results indicate that
music may hinder the memory performance of individuals who sometimes listen to music while
studying, comparing to those
accustomed to studying with no
music at all. Studying while
listening to instrumental music does
not influence these individuals
significantly. Subjects who always
listen to music while studying show
lower memory test scores in the
presence of music with lyrics when

Figure 5: Learning conditions affect the memory test
performance differently on subjects with various music listening
habit while studying. Error bar represents SEM. Repeated twoway ANOVA test, Bonferroni posttest. *, p<0.05.

compared to studying with
instrumental versions. These results
partially support our hypothesis that
studying under music with lyrics
may have a negative effect on
memory. However, this effect may
vary from individuals with different
music listening habits accordingly.

Figure 6: Heart rate (beats per minute, BPM) recorded from each

Heart Rate and Respiratory Rate

subject at rest (baseline) and during the test under different conditions.
Each dot represents the average heart rate during one recording period.
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As previous research has associated heart rate and respiratory rate with memory
performance, it would be essential to verify if music with or without lyrics may elicit
discrepancies in these physiological parameters and alter memory performance consequently.
Heart rate and respiratory rate were measured throughout the duration of the experiment, and
then average measurements were
determined separately for each interval
of the experiment (baseline, learning,
test). Heart rate and respiratory rate
measurements of each subject are
plotted in Figure 6 and Figure 7,
respectively. We noticed an increase in
heart rate in the test interval from the

Figure 7: Respiratory rate (cycle per second, Hz) recorded from each
subject at rest (baseline) and during the test under different conditions.
Each dot represents the average respiratory rate during one recording
period.

baseline interval for most participants,
which has been further confirmed by
statistical analysis (Figure 8). The
repeated two-way ANOVA test
suggests that heart rates were
significantly altered among the three
experiment intervals (p<0.0001), yet
no significant difference was found

Figure 8: Accelerated heart rate during learning and test period under
all learning conditions. Error bar represents SEM. Repeated two-way
ANOVA test, Bonferroni posttest. **, p<0.01. ***, p<0.001.

between music conditions (p=0.8673).
On the other hand, learning with music, with instrumental music or without music, showed little
effects on heart rate (p=0.5872). Larsen & Galletly (2006) found that although music tends to
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increase heart rate, this increase is usually proportional to the tempo of the music. As the music
being used in this study was fairly low tempo, heart rate was not expected to increase as
dramatically. Heart rate measurements during each experiment interval, under the same music
conditions, were compared. Significant elevations of heart rate from baseline to learning to and
baseline to test are observed (Figure 8), but the difference between learning and test interval
measurements is not significant (p>0.05, all three music conditions). Although the degree of
significance varies with music conditions (Figure 8, music), activities during each interval (i.e.,
learning or taking test) of subjects should be considered as the primary cause of this substantial
change in heart rate.
By contrast, the respiratory rate does not reveal discernible pattern regarding the various
experiment intervals (Figure 7).
Respiratory rates of all intervals
and/or music conditions were
statistically indistinguishable
(Figure 9, p interaction = 0.9269, p
intervals = 0.6965, p music
conditions = 0.3782). Nevertheless,
the matching of subjects is strongly

Figure 9: No significant change of respiratory rate in recordings under
all learning conditions. Repeated two-way ANOVA test. No
significance, p>0.05.

effective (p<0.0001), suggesting that respiratory rate might be considered as an intrinsic property
of individuals in our experiment scenarios.
Discussion
Several previous studies have investigated relationships between differing music styles,
tempos, and volume levels on cognitive recall, but the effect of lyrics or lack of lyrics in music
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on cognitive recall are far less represented. In this study, the effects of differing musical
conditions during studying on cognitive recall were investigated. Based on the findings
presented in existing literature, a decrease in cognitive recall, evaluated by memory test score,
during the test interval was predicted for both music (with lyrics) and instrumental music
conditions during the studying interval. It was also hypothesized that both heart rate and
respiratory rate measurements would increase with both music with lyrics and instrumental
musical conditions, potentially indicative of increased stress level. The reported results, though
only some with statistical significance, provide support for the presented hypotheses, indicating
trends of decreased test performance and increased heart rate and respiratory rate under musical
conditions with lyrics. The increased heart rate in learning and testing conditions (even under
the control music conditions) appeared to indicate that stress level, and not music, may have
been the determinant of heart rate. Although the difference in memory test scores across the three
musical conditions was not found to be statistically significant, a trend of decreased test score
(lowest numbers of both correct words and word-number pairs) was observed with music (with
lyrics) that can be further investigated in future studies. The similarity between memory test
scores and correct words and word-number pairs observed between instrumental and control
learning conditions is another point of interest, which indicates a potential benefit of studying
under instrumental music conditions. Future research should be conducted to determine the
significance and validity of this relationship.
Several potential sources of error can be considered when evaluating the results of this
study, many of which can also provide insights to guide future research on the topic.
A few aspects of the experimental design have been identified as possible sources of
variation in the results. First, although oral test administration served to decrease variation in
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heart rate measurements by allowing the subjects to minimize hand movements that would have
inevitably occurred with a written test, it was observed that respiration rate measurements were
slightly affected when subjects’ were speaking. This could offer an explanation as to why an
increased heart rate was observed in learning and testing conditions but no such increase was
observed for respiratory rate. Though this may have had no overall effect on the results of this
experiment, it could be accounted for in future experiments through comparison with a control
measurement, during which the subject would be asked to recite words during part of the
baseline interval. Second, the small sample size of subjects involved in this study must be noted
and considered when evaluating the validity of the presented results. In order to provide more
concrete conclusions, future similar studies could be conducted with much larger sample sizes
with a more widely representative distribution of ages. To decrease variability in future studies,
music loudness and testing environment should be tightly controlled and constant by using one
volume level and one consistent quiet testing environment. Finally, it should be noted that song
selection was based upon familiarity of each subject with the songs in the predetermined song
choices (all of similar tempo), rather than individual music preferences. One potential
discrepancy in the results that could be attributed to this point was the observed low memory test
performance during lyrical music conditions of subjects who claimed to “always” listen to music
while studying. Based on the assumption that each subject’s performance will be highest when
exposed to the musical condition that he or she habitually studies under, high performance would
be expected of the two individuals who “always” study while listening to music. The decreased
performance could be attributed to studying under unhabitual musical conditions, such as greatly
differing tempo or genre. If valid, however, these results could indicate that these two subjects
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could benefit from studying under different music conditions, either with no music or with
instrumental music. Future research can serve to further investigate this discrepancy.
In addition to aspects of the experimental design used, a few slightly less controllable
sources of variation have been identified. First, although subjects were instructed to remain
stationary throughout the duration of all three tests, it was observed that some hand movements
still occurred and could have had affected heart rate readings (despite a lack of evidence of this
effect in the reported results). Second, it must be considered that subjects’ individual levels of
familiarity with some of the less well-known words presented in the memory test (ex: Sikhism)
could have either positively or negatively affected performance.
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Appendix
A

Appendix A: Timeline of study illustrating methods steps over units of time (minutes) for each measurement obtained.
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B

Appendix B: Slide one is the directions slide which is shown for 15 seconds, followed by each word with its randomly assigned (19) number. Each of the following learning slides (9 total) are shown for 6 seconds and the subjects are requested to remember as
many words and their correct association as possible.

C
Title

Artist

Heart of Stone

Iko

Any Other World

Mika
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D

Gender Distribution of Research
Participants

12

8

Male
Female

Appendix D: Demographic information regarding the gender
distribution of the subjects participating in the study.

E

Appendix E: The age distribution of participating
subjects with a mean age of 21.6.
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F

Appendix F: Demographic information regarding the numbers of
subjects in each music listening study habit category. The majority
of students reported listening to music often while studying.

G

Appendix G: The top graph readout corresponds to pulse obtained from the pulse plethysmograph, followed by the respiration
graph obtained from the respiratory rate band. The next two readouts correspond to the pulse rate (in bpm) and the respiratory rate
(in Hz) respectively.
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H

Appendix H: The answer sheet that the researcher fills out over the two minute
testing period as dictated by the subject. 1 point for correct word and 2 points for
correct word and placement.
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I

Appendix I: The pre-study questionnaire to obtain information on subject study music
listening habits.
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